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Issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market 

The aim of this Communication is to inform the companies concerned of the adaptations regarding 
file validation on the eCorporate platform for filings of annual financial reports in the European Single 
Electronic Format (ESEF). 
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1. Introduction 
 
We hereby inform you about some technical modifications to eCorporate that are relevant for filers 
using the European Single Electronic Format (ESEF). The modifications are implemented in the test 
environment and will be implemented in the production environment of eCorporate at a later stage. 

- For issuers filing their annual financial report in XHTML1, eCorporate henceforth makes 
available a JSON file containing the results of the validation of their ESEF XHTML annual 
financial report.  

- For issuers filing their annual financial report as an ESEF ZIP file2, eCorporate henceforth 
makes available a JSON validation result file for erroneous ESEF ZIP files, for which there is no 
Excel validation results file yet.  

- To further improve the performance of eCorporate, the validation of ESEF files is henceforth 
executed as a background process.  

                                                             
1 Issuers that do not publish consolidated financial statements have to file their annual financial reports as an 
XHTML-file (no tagging foreseen) under the ESEF regulation.  
2 Issuers that publish IFRS consolidated financial statements have to file those financial statements as an ESEF 
ZIP file (containing the tagged financial statements).  
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Furthermore, we want to draw you attention to the file size limit of 50 MB applicable in eCorporate: 
the file size of an ESEF ZIP, ESEF XHTML or PDF file should not exceed 50 MB. The eCorporate file 
upload limit is 80MB. When uploading multiple documents at once, the total size of the upload may 
not exceed 80 MB. If the total size of the files to be uploaded exceeds 80 MB, the files need to be 
uploaded in sequence via ‘add language’ or ‘add attachment’. 
 
Further details on the technical modifications are provided below.  

2. Background validation of uploaded files 
 
The validation of ESEF files is now executed as a background process. For you as a user, this means 
that after the upload of one or more ESEF files, you return to the main screen, while the validation 
process is running in the background. 
The status of your upload becomes ‘Received/ESEFValidationRunning’, until the validation of your 
ESEF file(s) is finished. You need to do a refresh (F5) on the main screen to follow-up the processing 
status of your uploaded files. Depending on the size and the number of files, the validation process 
can take some time. Please do not immediately push the refresh button and continue to do so, as this 
may disrupt the process. 

 

 

During the validation, you cannot upload a new file. You have to wait until the running validation is 
finished to be able to upload a new file via ‘add language’ or ‘add attachment’.  

3. Validation of ESEF XHTML files (JSON validation result file) 
 
The new version of the eCorporate application provides for the validation of ESEF XHTML files. The 
system makes available a validation output file in JSON format. The JSON format is a technical format, 
although the files are human readable. 
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Beneath is an example of a JSON output for a valid XHTML file: 
 
{ 
 "validationResultList": [], 
 "messageList": [], 
 "result": "passed", 
 "message": "Filing Rules validation passed (no rule was unsatisfied).", 
 "validationType": "Filing Rules", 
 "validationStatus": { 
  "cause": "", 
  "status": "validated" 
 } 
} 
 

4. Validation of erroneous ESEF ZIP files (JSON validation result file if 
no Excel file available yet) 
 
The eCorporate system normally provides an EXCEL validation result file as the result of a validation 
of an ESEF ZIP file. If the ZIP structure is incorrect and no excel validation file is available, the system 
then provides a validation output file in JSON format.  
The JSON format is a technical format, although the files are human readable. 
 
Beneath is an example of a JSON output for an ESEF ZIP file which structural errors:  

 
{"message":"TAXONOMY_PACKAGE_ZIP file is invalid. Detailed message: [tpe:metadataFileNotFound] 
The META-INF directory MUST contain a taxonomyPackage.xml 
file.","details":["RapInvalidFileFormatException: TAXONOMY_PACKAGE_ZIP file is invalid. Detailed 
message: [tpe:metadataFileNotFound] The META-INF directory MUST contain a 
taxonomyPackage.xml file.","XBRLProcessorException: [tpe:metadataFileNotFound] The META-INF 
directory MUST contain a taxonomyPackage.xml file.","TaxPackProcessorException: 
[tpe:metadataFileNotFound] The META-INF directory MUST contain a taxonomyPackage.xml file."]} 


